[ORIGIN : CARIBBEAN]
Captain Gold and Captain Silver Rum hail
from the Caribbean, ‘The Rum Capital of
the World’. They are authentic rums with
excellent value for money.
The Captain Rum masters have created a unique blend of
the finest selections of spices and other natural flavourings
such as vanilla, apricot and fig. It is then aged for rapid
maturation.
White rum, in particular is the perfect cocktail base, with
a lighter and sweeter flavour compared to darker rums.
Smooth and well-rounded, Captain Silver creates an
unbeatable cocktail including a magical Mojito, the perfect
Pina Colada or the most delectable Daiquiri.
Captain Gold exhibits strong and complex associations
with caramel and vanilla, yet it maintains the well
disciplined and smooth mellowness of older rums that
appreciators admire.
Perfectly crafted to be enjoyed straight, in rum cocktails
and mixers or as an ideal addition to rum recipes. A
thoroughly enjoyable rum is evident in every drop of
Captain Gold Rum.

TASTING NOTES
CAPTAIN SILVER RUM
Appearance 		 Crystal clear.
Aroma 		 Short, mellow and dry with a 		
lingering hint of spice.
Palate 		 Well-rounded and smooth with
light spice and subtle notes of
vanilla, apricot, fig and cassia.
ALC.VOL		
37.5%.

TASTING NOTES
CAPTAIN GOLD RUM
Appearance 		 Light gold.
Aroma 		 Warm with hints of caramel 		
and vanilla.
Palate 		 Smooth & mellow with a warm
nicely balanced finish.

KTC Code

ALM Code

Variety

Carton Size

Bottle Barcode

Carton Barcode

Layer / Pallet

Ctn.Weight

Ctn. L x W x H (cm)

10343

-

Captain Silver Rum

12 x 1 Litre

5414145037398

9338972002960

13/52

17.88 kg

35 x 26 x 32

10336

-

Captain Gold Rum

12 x 1 Litre

5414145036360

9338972002953

13/52

17.93 kg

35 x 26 x 32
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DRINK RESPONSIBLY

ALC.VOL		
37.5%.

